Abstract: This paper demonstrates that the efficiency of Virtual Organisation (VO) creation by Collaborative Networks (CNs) can be limited by the complexity of the network itself. The authors previously proposed the use of distributed Enterprise Engineering methods based on Extended Axiomatic Design Theory to limit the complexity of VOs, and of the CN itself. This paper formulates methods to calculate and reduce the structural complexity of CNs and the cost of VO creation transactions through virtual brokerages. The method is demonstrated through an example and also yields a heuristic rule regarding the optimal size of such brokerages.
INTRODUCTION
The significance of creating collaborative networks (CNs) and maintaining them has dramatically increased for participant enterprises due to imperatives such as globalisation and the need for specialisation to be able to maintain excellence (Scherrer-Rathje, Arnoscht et al. 2009 ).
Also creating and maintaining CNs which further create dynamic responses to market opportunities (by creating virtual organizations) emerged as a new paradigm for doing business (Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2004) .
The main objective of a CN is to be able to conceive, create, configure (or re-configure), maintain and operate Virtual Organisations (VOs) for service and manufacturing and to do so dynamically, effectively and efficiently in terms of time and cost, while meeting high quality standards (Kandjani and Bernus 2011a) .
CNs can be thought of as an evolution of supply chain integration made possible partly by the world-wide removal of numerous economic and trade obstacles and partly by the opportunities that pervasive information and communication technologies create.
The opportunities are appealing because they promise the ability for enterprises to create rich and timely responses to the variety of demands required by the environment, whereupon none of the members have the ability to do so; in Ashby's terminology the CN is able to create a requisite variety to manage the complexity and maintain a dynamic equilibrium with its environment (Ashby 1957 ).
Kandjani and Bernus proposed the use of Enterprise Engineering (EE) methods (e.g. GERAM (IFIP-IFAC-TaskForce 1999), (ISO15704 2000 , Amd.2005 , (Bernus and Noran 2010) ) based on Extended Axiomatic Design Theory (Kandjani and Bernus 2011b) , (Suh 2001) , (Suh 2003) to limit the complexity of VOs -and of the CN itself (Kandjani and Bernus 2011a) . This paper formulates methods to calculate and reduce the structural complexity of CNs and of the VO creation transaction cost through virtual brokerages.
Virtual brokerages are VOs themselves (i.e. they can be created, operated, maintained and decommissioned) making the CN an evolving entity from its management point of view.
Research on CNs has created a taxonomy of Collaborative Networks (Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2004; Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2008) , and in all forms of these networks the dynamics of creating (or restructuring) the VO plays a clearly crucial role.
An entirely unstructured collaborative network has the largest potential to create requisite variety, but the 'setup costs' of the response can potentially outweigh the benefits.
In static networks (such as in long established supply chains) the collaboration forms used are those which have matured with tradition and change is typically slow to achieve.
In other words, there is an optimum between maintaining partially determined pre-existing structures and structures created dynamically.
The various connections and collaborations and cooperations among participant enterprises (with the associated processes, structures and information channels) may be built by partners themselves, or with the involvement of various (specialised) hubs.
For example, CNs may set up brokerages that create VOs in order to have the requisite variety to deal with the complexity of the environment. However, other hubs may be built as well; e.g. Milanovic, Stefanovic et al. (2011) define Aggregator Hubs, Broker Hubs, Collaboration Hubs and Translator Hubs, and each of these may exist on various levels of the Supply-Chain Operations Reference-model (SCOR) -such as Scope, Configuration and Business Activity (Bolstorff and Rosenbaum 2007) .
However, to ensure the desired qualities (dynamic, effective, efficient …) in responding to the demands of the environment, the complexity of the CN itself can be a problem and a main hindrance.
Heuristic methods and trial and error in the creation of VOs give rise to time delays, unanticipated costs and unsatisfactory quality of the service or of the manufactured product.
A network member may have several connections to several other potential partners, but in any given situation (such as at the time of dynamically planning a VO process) the probability of being able to successfully use this connection is not 100 percent -and this introduces delays into the VO creation, thus in case of a complex manufacturing or service process the cost of these searches can escalate.
We believe that part of this problem can be eliminated if the structural complexity of the CN is monitored and adjusted. Therefore the main question of this article is: how to calculate and how to reduce the structural complexity of Collaborative Networks?
Before proposing a method to reduce structural complexity, first it will be necessary to define a measure of structural complexity, and a way to calculate it. For this purpose the paper uses an upper boundary of Kolmogorov Complexity (KC) (Kolmogorov 1965) to estimate the complexity of a CN. This paper also is based on the assumption that a large scale CN Can be modelled as random network. This is a typical assumption for research in an abstract level. However, real large networks are usually 'not' normal distributed random network.
In fact, most of the collaborative networks are Power-law distributed scale-free networks. Therefore, some adjustments are required so the model can be used to give practical estimation. Those works are listed in the following research direction.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2.1 introduces Enterprise Architecture Cybernetics as a research framework and distinct field in the EA discipline in which to cast our proposed solution, while Section 2.2 discusses Kolmogorov Complexity as a formal measure to calculate the structural complexity of CNs (and, in general, to measure the descriptional complexity of any type of object).
Section 3 is the major contribution of this paper, which firstly introduces the application of Extended Axiomatic Design Theory to design CNs and VOs with sufficiently limited complexity. The importance of this is that as complexity grows, VO behaviours become increasingly harder to predict under all circumstances.
Subsequently we demonstrate through two examples how virtual brokerage as a solution can contribute to satisfying design axioms by introducing Virtual Brokers in the network in order to minimise the information content of the network and reduce the structural complexity of the CN, and to reduce the transaction cost of creating VOs.
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

Enterprise Architecture Cybernetics
When dealing with the evolution of collaborative networks and resulting virtual enterprises as complex systems, many Enterprise Architecture (EA) researchers and practitioners are implicitly applying methods and models derived from laws and theories of systems thinking and cybernetics in their EA research and initiatives.
According to Beer (1966) , if a model is required for a process, management (control, or in general for the decision making), and it tends to be a highly complex and probabilistic model, then it must be found among (or build upon) results of a discipline that studies complexity such as systems thinking and cybernetics.
Cybernetics, as a pluralistic theory and an interdisciplinary movement, is interested in abstract laws and theories of information processing and control. However, results of Cybernetics are presented using different levels of formality, degree of generality and abstraction. Therefore, applied cybernetic laws and theories in EA lack harmony and are yet to result in truly useful interdisciplinary models and methods from this pluralist paradigm.
Therefore, Kandjani and Bernus (2011a) proposed EA Cybernetics as a distinct field of EA of which the aim is to harmonise, formalise, synthesise and systematise the results of systems thinking and cybernetics and demonstrate their applications in EA practice. The resulting methods and techniques should form part of Enterprise Architecting Methodologies (IFIP-IFAC-Task-Force 1999; Bernus, Nemes et al. 2003 ).
In the current paper we use the laws from systems thinking, information theory and complexity theory to demonstrate how to reduce the structural complexity of a collaborative network, i.e. to reduce the amount of information necessary to describe (or model) the CN and of VO creation.
In fact we apply the laws and theories of Cybernetics in EA and demonstrate their application in reducing the structural complexity of CNs and the transaction cost of VO creation via virtual brokerage.
The target audience for the proposed methods in this paper include researchers and executives in enterprises. As this work is at the theoretical foundation stage, more research and software based tools will be required for these methods so that it could be applied in practical situation to help an enterprise to optimize its architecture to maximize its ROI. Fig.1 . demonstrates the phases of this research, starting from problem definition and its consequences through to the proposed solutions and outcomes, and finally the verification of the findings.
Problem Definition
• An entirely unstructured collaborative network has the largest potential to create requisite variety, but the 'set up costs' of the response can potentially outweigh the benefits.
• To ensure the desired qualities (dynamic, effective, efficient …) in responding to the demands of the environment, the complexity of the CN itself can be a problem and main hinderance.
• Heuristic methods and trial and error in the creation of VOs give rise to time delays, unanticipated costs and unsatisfactory quality of the service or of the manufactured product.
• A CN member may have several connections to several other potential partners, but in any given situation (such as at the time of dynamically planning a VO process) the probability of being able to successfully use this connection is not 100 percent -and this introduces delays into the VO creation, thus in case of a complex manufacturing or service process, the cost of these searches can escalate.
Consequences
• CN with high structural complexity • Complex projects designing and maintainig CN and Vos • VO creation project with trial and error and high transaction costs • Delay in delivery time of VO products or services.
• Unanticipated and increased costs of VO products and services.
• Unsatisfactory quality of VO products and services Proposed Solutions 
Outcomes
• By satisfying all three axioms the CN and VOs must attempt to make their life cycle activities as independent, controlled and uncoupled as possible so that the designer can predict the next relevant states of the life history of CN and VOs and designing projects and avoid a chaotic change • The distribution of the VO design task among virtual brokers reduces the complexity that any VO creation authority needs to see. This is important not only for the initial creation stage of VOs, but also for the operational stage, in which efficient (agile) dynamic re-configuration is often necessary.
• As the network evolves so does the need to create virtual brokers and this determines when and where to invest into interoperability improvements.
Verification of the Solutions
• Measurement and calculation of the structural complexity of the CN and the transaction cost of VO creation before and after introducing virtual brokers and before and after distributing the design task among them • Application of Upper boundary of the Kolmogorov complexity to calculate the structural complexity of the random network
Kolmogorov Complexity
Lloyd (2001) categorised the multitude of complexity measures proposed in literature. Lloyd's first category is a group of measures characterising the difficulty to describe a system, and out of these the most fundamental one is the system's information content. Therefore, in this paper, we use Kolmogorov Complexity (KC) as a measure to define the complexity of a CN.
The concept of KC was developed by the Russian mathematician Andrey Kolmogorov (1965) . KC is one of the key elements in information theory (Cover and Thomas 2006) ; it provides a mathematical definition of the information quantity in individual objects, which can be abstracted as binary strings or integers. For about half a century, KC has been applied in various disciplines and became and important part of the theoretical foundations of computer science (Li and Vitányi 2008) .
, of a string x with respect to a universal computer U is defined as the length l of the shortest program p running on U that prints x and halts. It is denoted as:
If the computer already has some knowledge about x, for example the length of x as l(x), it may require a shorter program that prints x and halt. In this case, we define the conditional KC as:
The proof can be found in (Cover and Thomas 2006) and will not be repeated here.
Theorem 1 indicates the universality of KC; it shows that the difference of KC with respect to different computers is smaller than a constant. If the string x is long, the difference of KC caused by different computers becomes trivial. Therefore, we can discuss KC of a string x, denoted as K(x) without referring to a particular computer.
In this paper, we use n log to mean n 2 log . We also define ... log log log log log log log* + + + = n n n n until the last positive term.
Example 2.1 For an integer n, its KC, denoted as K(n), satisfies:
The proof of Example 2.1 can be found in Cover's book (2006) . We will explain it in an informal manner here. Generally, we can use a program like "print the integer n" to print n. The program needs the number n, which can be encoded in n log bits. However, the length of n is unknown, so it requires n log log bits to code the length of n and then requires n log log log bits to code the length of the length of n etc.
Example 2.2 For an integer n, if the length of n is known, the conditional KC )) (
The proof of Example 2.2 is similar to the proof for Example 2.1.
Generally, the KC of an object is uncomputable, but its upper boundary is usually not difficult to estimate as shown in Examples 2.1 and 2.2. In this paper, we will use a similar method to estimate an upper boundary of the KC of a CN.
APPLICATIONS OF ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTIURE CYBERNETICS IN COLLABORATIVE NETWORKS
Extended Axiomatic Design and Enterprise Engineering in Collaborative Networks
Seth Lloyd's (2001) above-mentioned taxonomy of complexity measures (as interpreted by Kandjani and Bernus (2011a, b) ) include those that characterise the difficulty to describe the (a) function, behaviour, and states of the system, (b) architecture (relationship between physical and functional structure), and (c) the process to create the system. In the networked enterprise domain, categories a) and b) measure the complexity of the CN and of its VOs, while c) measures the complexity of VO creation (and CN creation) projects.
Axiomatic Design Theory (ADT) (Suh, 1990) . is a theory of complex systems. According to ADT, complex systems are systems that can not be predicted for sure to always satisfy their functional requirements Therefore, ADT describes causes of emerging complexity, and proposes a formal design theory with two design axioms and techniques and methods that system designs must satisfy to minimise complexity. ADT also claims to codify in a discipline-independent way what a 'best design' is, and in particular aims at avoiding unnecessary complexity.
ADT addresses complexity of types (a) and (b), however, to be able to avoid unnecessary complexity of type (c) above, Kandjani and Bernus (2011b) extended ADT with the Recursion Axiom.
Axiom I: Independence Axiom (Suh, 1990 
is diagonal then the design is uncoupled (full independence is achieved). If [[A]] is triangular then the design is decoupled (the implementation process is 'serializable'). Otherwise the design is coupled (the implementation process of DPs is not 'serializable').
Axiom II: Information Axiom (Suh, 1990 ) 'Out of the designs that satisfy Axiom I that design is best which has the minimal information content.' (Suh defined information content (IC) as the negative logarithm of the probability that the system will always satisfy the functional requirements.)
Axioms I and II together intend to minimise the complexity of the system's architecture -complexity type (b) and can be used to design less complex CNs and VOs. However, observe that complexity type (c) (complexity of CNs and VOs) is not automatically addressed by introducing AD into EE practice. Therefore, Kandjani and Bernus (2011b) recently proposed that Axioms I & II must also be applied to the change system (the projects that create VOs / change the CN). This is the 'recursion' axiom (below), meaning that change projects (as a system of systems) not only must follow Axioms I & II, but they themselves need to be axiomatically designed.
Axiom III: Recursion Axiom (Kandjani and Bernus 2011b):
'The system that designs a system must satisfy Axioms I and II of design.' Note: a system that satisfies Axioms I and II does not necessarily satisfy Axiom III. E.g. at a given moment in time in its life history a system may be considered moderately complex, but the same system may still be very hard to create or change.
Example 3.1: let us denote three consecutive stages of an evolving CN as S 1 , S 2 and S 3 . In stage S 1 the CN is operating and has a design that satisfies Axioms I & II. Let S 2 be the stage of change, where S 2 is the original CN extended by a change project P. The task of P is to create S 3 . When CN in S 1 creates P it can mandate that P must use Axioms I & II to design S 3 . However, P itself may not satisfy Axioms I & II. Thus, P can be more complex than necessary and even though its mandate is to design S 3 , the probability of success of this endeavour may be less than desired, i.e. P does not satisfy Axioms I and II (even if it applies them to design S 3 ).
Axiom III states that S 1 not only has to mandate that P use Axioms I & II, but S 1 has to design P using Axioms I & II (in the interest of successful evolution). Therefore, among those design processes that apply Axioms I & II to design a system, that process is best which itself satisfies axioms I & II.
Based on this Extended ADT, Kandjani and Bernus (2011a) defined a capability maturity model for the use of capability assessment and strategy making to reduce the complexity of designing a CN, its VOs and the complexity of the program / projects that design CNs / VOs. This model included both Process-and People maturity levels, with the aim of guaranteeing the probability of success of CNs and of VOs which emerge from the CN. These models could be used as a roadmap for incorporating design practices and techniques into enterprise engineering in general and into the practices of CNs and their member enterprises.
Calculation of a Network's Structural Complexity
In the previous subsection, we introduced AD principles to reduce the complexity of CNs, VOs and their design process.
In this subsection, we will use Kolmogorov Complexity (KC) as a formal measure to characterise the complexity of a CN.
A CN of n participants with approximately k connections can be modelled as a so-called random network N with n nodes and k edges (Bollobás 2001) . We define the structural complexity of the network as the KC of N, denoted as K(N).
An upper boundary of K(N) can be estimated as follows
Applying Stirling's approximation π n n e n n n 2 ! − ≈ , the formula above can be simplified as: 
Reducing the Structural Complexity of CNs
Subsection 3.2 uses KC as a formal measure to estimate the complexity of a CN. This subsection presents a method to create a hierarchy of (virtual) brokerage which cluster CN participants. The method can be mathematically shown to substantially reduce the complexity of CN. The virtual brokerage clusters the participants resulting in a selforganising / embedded distributed design architecture. Virtual brokerages are VOs themselves (i.e. they can be created, operated, maintained and decommissioned) making the CN an evolving entity from its management point of view.
1 In this paper k-combination is represented as: Kandjani and Bernus (2011b) argue that "(under certain circumstances) by distributing the design authority between system components on each level, it may be possible to limit the complexity of the system that any design authority needs to see." They propose that self-design results in minimised information content (IC) and thus creates a 'best design' from the point of view of Axiom II. The current paper applies and verifies this concept of self-design through calculations of complexity before and after introducing the virtual brokerage.
Virtual brokerage should therefore be designed and evolved by the network and its stakeholders. In other words that CN-change initiative (CN change project / program) is most likely to succeed whose model used to create and control it is the simplest. This is because CN management (the designer of the CN's future) has to make decisions and plan using information about the change environment, and it is the CN participants themselves (forming virtual brokers) who have tacit knowledge therefore needing the least explicit information (thus simpler model) to predict/control the CN's change process to reduce the CN's structural complexity.
In other words, models used by these virtual brokers as 'embedded designers' can be simpler because they know the important distinctions between relevant states of the surrounding CN participants and environment. Conversely, virtual brokers can recognise two states as identical from the point of view of relevance to the change process, whereupon the same two states of the change environment would be considered different by 'outsiders' (external observers) who do not have the tacit knowledge of this environment. As a consequence, the requisite variety of the CN change project / change program (Ashby, 1957; p202) can be minimised through the change process being designed by virtual brokers.
In this and the next subsection, we use examples to demonstrate that introducing a suitable VO in a CN can reduce the descriptional complexity (static complexity) of CN, and point out that with suitable VOs, certain types of transaction costs (dynamic complexity) can also be reduced.
Let N be a random network with n nodes and k edges. Then we introduce an extra node V as a VO. This node will work as a broker for m nodes in N. Let us call the set of the m nodes M. The new network is called N' as in Fig.2 . As N is a random network, the probability p that any two nodes in network N have a connection can be estimated as: 
Following from Example 3.2, we create Example 3.3: Example 3.3: Let N be a CN with 1,000 nodes (n=1000) and 20,000 edges (k=20000). If we introduce a new node V which takes over the connection of 50 nodes (m=50) from N, the new network is denoted N', then the decrease of complexity )
can be estimated as:
Reducing the Operational Cost of the CNs
In the previous subsections, we used examples to demonstrate that introducing suitable broker VOs in a CN can reduce the descriptional complexity of the CN. We may call this the static complexity, or structural complexity, of the network.
In this subsection, we point out that with suitable VOs, certain types of operational cost can also be reduced. This cost arises as a form of dynamic complexity of the CN.
For a CN partner, one important business transaction is to find suitable business partners and make connections to form a service / production VO. A suitable partner might only be discovered after a number of failed trials. The number of attempts before identifying a suitable partner contributes the CN's operational cost. We show that with a suitable layer of broker VOs, this kind of cost can be reduced.
Let N be a CN with n nodes, and c a new node that wants to find a suitable node from N so that c can connect with it. Suppose that c has no information about any node in N, so c has to select nodes randomly from N and test if the selected nodes are suitable. Assume that the probability of a randomly selected node to be suitable for c is p. We use T to denote the total number of selections when a suitable node is discovered. We can calculate the expected value of T, denoted E(T), as:
As opposed to this, if the network is organized into two levels, with n/k broker nodes on level 1 (which work as VOs taking care of k number of level 2 nodes each), and n nodes on level 2. Let T' be the number of tries before a suitable node is found, then the expected value of T' is calculated as:
is the probability of a broker succeeding and k n n / ' = is the number of brokers. The decrease δ of dynamic complexity (the gain in the number of VO creation transactions) can be calculated as:
Example 3.4: Let N be a CN with n=100, p=0.05 and k=10:
which is a significant gain. This problem is similar to the searching and sorting problem whereupon the efficiency of searching and sorting is determined by the topological structure of the network (Wen, Dromey et al. 2009 ).
In practice, based on this formula, for any network with 10 > n nodes, but high availability partners (e.g.
) can give a ~25% reduction in expected operational cost and increasing the size of the brokerage brings about no appreciable improvement.
At the same time, in networks with low availability partners (say % 5 = p ) and size 50 > n , brokers of size 4…6 can bring about ~70…80%, and size 6…10 about 80…90% cost savings, and further increase in brokerage size is of no use.
Interestingly, for realistic p and n values the optimal subnetwork size is approximately 4…10 (i.e. almost 'seven plus or minus two') (Miller 1956 ), which finding can be used as a heuristic rule. A similar phenomenon has also been observed long time ago in administration (Gulick et al 1937) . Naturally, the optimum number of sub-network size (span of control) may vary depending on factors like the domain dependent nature of the tasks delegated to the sub-network, the capabilities of the superior as well as subordinates, technology used, and the structure of the network.
We used a simple approximation (networks modelled as Random Boolean Networks) and have shown that the number of managed nodes should be 7±2, almost irrespective of the availability of the managed nodes (assuming practically relevant availability values).
Our result interestingly coincides with a) the psychological theory of Miller (1956) stating that short term memory can hold 7±2 items, and b) the human resource management rule that managers should not manage more that ten people.
Evolution of CN & Interoperability
At any one time in a CN there exist different levels of interoperability among partners. Building interoperable capabilities has an associated cost (as it needs investment of time, expertise and money), and the history (and proposed trajectory) of the network can provide information about the locations where interoperability development is likely to have a major impact on the ability of the CN to create a good response to market opportunity.
These are precisely the locations in the network where the proposed Virtual Brokers need to reside, because brokers can only hide the complexity of local negotiations if the member company functions 'hidden' behind the broker function are interchangeable, which requires that they conform to the same interoperability standard.
Therefore as the network evolves so does the need to create virtual brokers and this determines when and where to invest into interoperability improvements.
CONCLUSIONS
The article reviewed how the application of extended axiomatic design theory in enterprise engineering could limit the complexity of the CNs and resulting VOs. This article also demonstrated a method of reducing the structural complexity of Collaborative Networks, thereby promoting the reduction of transaction costs for the creation of Virtual Organisations. The example provided also illustrates how the distribution of the VO design task among virtual brokers reduces the complexity that any VO creation authority needs to see. This is important not only for the initial creation stage of VOs, but also for the operational stage, in which efficient (agile) dynamic re-configuration is often necessary (Clegg and Binder 2008) .
Future research intends to identify and introduce Reference Models which can be adopted for partially pre-structuring (or partially re-structuring) Collaborative Networks in an optimal manner, where the optimum criterion is parameterised by typical transaction costs (such as contracting, adjustment to interfaces, transaction volumes, negotiation costs, etc).
